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Abstract— In this paper we present for the first time a
relocalisation method for keyframe-based SLAM that can deal
with severe viewpoint change, at frame-rate, in maps containing
thousands of keyframes. As this method relies on local features,
it permits the interoperability between cameras, allowing a
camera to relocalise in a map built by a different camera. We
also perform loop closing (detection + correction), at keyframerate, in loops containing hundreds of keyframes. For both
relocalisation and loop closing, we propose a bag of words
place recognizer with ORB features, which is able to recognize
places spending less than 39 ms, including feature extraction, in databases containing 10K images (without geometrical
verification). We evaluate the performance of this recognizer
in four different datasets, achieving high recall and no false
matches, and getting better results than the state-of-art in place
recognition, being one order of magnitude faster.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Visual SLAM (Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping
with a camera as the only sensor) has been strongly developed in the last decade. Nowadays the most extended
techniques are based on keyframes. Keyframe-based SLAM
performs map reconstruction over selected frames, called
keyframes, using batch optimization techniques, as mapping
is not tied to frame-rate, providing very precise results.
The most representative keyframe-based system is probably
Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) [1]. In this work we
focus on relocalisation and loop closing, two open problems
that are essential for real SLAM applications.
Relocalisation consists in locating the robot on an existing
map when its pose is unknown. Relocalisation is indispensable if we want to reuse a previous map, otherwise the map
becomes useless apart from localising the camera during a
certain operation. In addition relocalisation is essential for
recovering after a tracking failure, very common in visual
SLAM due to occlusions (a person moving in front of the
camera), untextured areas or fast camera movements.
Loop closing is the task of detecting when a robot is
revisiting a previously mapped area, in order to correct the
error accumulated in the robot trajectory during exploration.
Tracking data association is able to close small loops. In the
case of large loops, the prediction of the camera location
accumulates so much error, that data association fails to
establish correspondences between the current image and the
map. The result is that the system behaves as if the image
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were showing a new place and thus duplicating previously
mapped areas.
At the core of loop closing and relocalisation there is a
place recognition system, which recognizes revisited places.
The contributions of our work are the following:
• A place recognition system based on bag of words
with ORB features, which recognizes revisited places
from large viewpoint difference, taking less than 39 ms
(without geometrical verification) to recognize a place
in databases of 10K images. The system is validated in
four different datasets, achieving high recall and no false
positives. These results are compared with the state-ofart in place recognition, getting better results and being
one order of magnitude faster.
• A relocalisation method that allows to relocalise a
camera from very different viewpoints, at frame-rate in
maps with thousands of keyframes. We measure experimentally the viewpoint change that our relocalisation
is able to handle. The system is robust to changes in
scale between around 0.5 and 2.5, any in-plane rotation
and to viewpoint angle differences in excess of 50
degrees. As the relocalisation is based on a featurebased place recognizer it permits the interoperability
between cameras. We perform an experiment where a
camera is able to relocalise in a map built by a different
camera.
• A loop closing procedure for keyframe-based SLAM
that can detect and correct loops containing hundred
of keyframes, before the system needs to insert a new
keyframe to the map. The procedure explicitly fuse
duplicated points and correct the camera localisation, so
that tracking can continue smoothly after loop closure.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Place recognition
The survey of Williams et al. [2] compared several approaches for place recognition and concluded that techniques
based on appearance, image to image matching, seemed to
scale better in large environments than map to map or image
to map methods. Within appearance based methods, bags
of words techniques [3] are to the fore because of their
high efficiency. A great example is FAB-MAP [4] but, as it
relies on SURF [5], it spends 400 ms for feature extraction.
The work of Gálvez-Lopez and Tardós [6], used for the first
time bag of binary words obtained from BRIEF descriptors
[7] along with the very efficient FAST feature detector [8],
reducing in more than one order of magnitude the time

needed for feature extraction. Nevertheless the use of BRIEF,
neither rotation nor scale invariant, limited the system to inplane trajectories and loop events with similar point of view.
Here we extend that work using ORB [9], rotation invariant,
scale aware features.

interoperability between cameras. Instead of using a GPU
implementation of SIFT and KD-Trees as in [15], we achieve
real time performance by using ORB and a bag of binary
words approach.

B. Loop closing and relocalisation

To perform relocalisation and loop closing, we need first
a place recognition method. We want a recognizer as general
as possible, in the sense that it permits to recognize a place
from very difference viewpoints, and also being fast. We
build on the very efficient DBoW2 recognizer [18] with the
binary rotation invariant, scale aware ORB features [9]. For
completeness we next review how DBoW2 works.

Williams et al. [10] perform relocalisation and loop closing
on a SLAM system, based on a filter approach. They use randomized list of binary test classifiers to find correspondences
between image features and previously trained map features.
Classifiers are trained under many different synthetic warped
patches and further feature observations (feature harvesting),
yielding a relocalisation system robust to viewpoint changes.
The main scalability limitation is the memory as it needs 1.25
Mb per map point class.
Eade and Drummond [11] unify relocalisation and loop
closing in a graph SLAM of local filtered submaps. They
use a bag of word approach building incrementally a vocabulary of 16-D SIFT descriptors that continually searches for
revisited places. Once a node candidate is found they use
a local landmark appearance model to find correspondences
between features to compute a similarity transformation. As
a new graph component is created anytime track is lost,
relocalisation consist in adding a link between different
graph components and loop closing within the same graph
component.
Strasdat et al. [12] and Lim et al. [13] perform loop
closing on keyframe-based SLAM systems that maintain
a covisibility graph. They use bag of words approaches
with a tree vocabulary of SURF descriptors to detect loops,
adding then new links to the graph that are handled by their
optimizers.
Pirker et al. [14] perform relocalisation and loop closing
using FAB-MAP in a monocular SLAM system thought for
long-term operation. The very recent work of Tan et al. [15],
also on monocular SLAM in dynamic environments, perform
global localization using SIFT, with GPU acceleration, and
arranging map points in a KD-Tree. Also on long-term
operation, Johannsson et al. [16] use a bag of words approach
with SURF or BRIEF to detect loops in their reduced pose
graph.
The improved PTAM version presented in [17] perform
relocalisation comparing the current frame and previous
keyframes by sum-square-difference of small resolution
blurred images. It is limited to relocalise from very similar
viewpoints, although this is not a problem for their augmented reality target application.
Our system is similar to [11], [12], [13] and [16] in that
we use a bag of words approach to detect loops, but while
they do not offer results of their recognizer performance, we
validate the high efficiency and reliability of our place recognizer in several datasets. This results also shown a better
performance than FAB-MAP, which is used in [14], being
one order of magnitude faster. Our relocalisation system is
achieved through the same place recognizer, allowing for
high viewpoint changes in contrast to [17] ,and allowing the

III. A PPEARANCE - BASED P LACE R ECOGNITION

A. Review of DBoW2 [6]
In order to detect if an image corresponds to a revisited
place, bag of words techniques summarize the content of
an image by the visual words it contains. These visual
words correspond to a discretization of the descriptor space,
known as the visual vocabulary. DBoW2 creates a vocabulary
structured as a tree, in an offline step over a big set of
descriptors, extracted from a training image dataset.
Processing a new image consist on extracting keypoints
and their descriptors, which are assigned to a visual word
traversing the vocabulary tree. As descriptors are binary,
distances are computed by the Hamming distance. The result
is a bag of words vector, containing the term frequencyinverse document frequency (tf-idf) score for each word
present in the image. This score is higher as more frequent
is a word in the image and less it was in the training dataset.
This bag of words vector is then compared against the bag of
words vectors of the images in the database using an invert
index, which stores for each word, in which images it has
appeared.
The similarity between two bag of word vectors v1 and
v2 is the L1 -score:
s(v1 , v2 ) = 1 −

1 v1
v2
−
2 |v1 | |v2 |

(1)

This score is normalized with the score one would expect
to get for an image showing the same place. This is approximated with the previous image processed, assuming we are
processing an image sequence with a certain scene overlap.
η(vi , vj ) =

s(vi , vj )
s(vi , vi−1 )

(2)

Images in the database close in time may have similar
scores. DBoW2 takes advantage of it, grouping images close
in time and computing only one score for the group, which is
the sum of the individual scores. Individual scores have to be
higher than a threshold α to be considered. Once the database
is searched, the group with the highest score is selected and
the image with the maximum individual score is considered
as a loop candidate for the query image.
A loop candidate in order no to be rejected has to be
consistent with k previous queries. It means that the groups
with the highest scores for the last k images must form
an overlapping sequence. This temporal consistency check

improves the robustness of the system as not accepting a
loop until there is enough evidence.
Finally a loop candidate is accepted if it passes a geometrical check. DBoW2 was originally applied to raw video
sequences (no 3D information) and computes a fundamental
matrix with RANSAC. The search for initial correspondences
is performed exhaustively but only between those features
that belong to the same node at a level l of the vocabulary
tree. The database uses a direct index that stores for each
feature in an image the node at level l it belongs.
B. Our approach: Place recognition with ORB
We build on DBoW2 with ORB features, which are
rotation invariant and can deal with changes in scale, so
that our place recognizer can recognize places from very
different viewpoints. We rely on the ORB implementation in
the OpenCV library. The default parameters of this implementation are to extract 500 keypoints, at 8 different scales
with a scale factor of 1.2. As no non-maximum suppression
is applied and keypoints are extracted at several scales for
the same image position, keypoints are poorly distributed
over the image. We found that applying a non-maximum
suppression effectively improved the keypoint distribution
but highly reducing the descriptor matching performance.
Instead, we extract 1000 keypoints, which improves the
keypoint distribution and the recall of our recognizer, at the
expense of increasing slightly ORB extraction times.
We create the visual vocabulary in an offline step with the
dataset Bovisa 2008-09-01 [19]. This dataset is a sequence
with outdoors and indoors areas, yielding a vocabulary that
will provide good results in both scenarios. We extract
ORB features in 10K images from the dataset and build a
vocabulary of 6 levels and 10 clusters per level, getting one
million words. Such a big vocabulary is suggested in [6] to
be efficient for recognition in large image databases.
Our geometrical verification will depend on the scenario,
in which we apply the recognizer. When processing raw
video sequences (recognizer evaluation), there is no 3D
information and we compute a fundamental matrix between
the matched images. In the case of relocalisation we have
3D information in the keyframe candidate, but not in the
current frame, so we solve a Perspective-n-Point (PnP) [20]
problem. In loop closing we have 3D information in both the
current and the matched keyframe, then we compute a 3D
to 3D similarity transformation [21]. In all the three cases
we use a RANSAC scheme. The initial correspondences
between ORB features are computed by exhaustive descriptor
comparison between those features that belong to the same
node at level 4 in the vocabulary tree (counting from leaves
up), and applying a nearest neighbor ratio of 0.6. We also
propose the use of an orientation consistency test to filter out
wrong correspondences, improving the robustness and speeding up the geometrical verification. For each initial match, we
compute the rotation increment between the ORB keypoints
in both images, voting for rotations in a discretization of
2π/60, which we found enough in our experiments to discard
most of the outliers. Only those correspondences of the three

most voted rotations will be accepted. We consider more
than one rotation because objects at different depths make
the rotation increments not to be uniform along the image.
The settings of our place recognizer are shown in Table I.
C. Experimental evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of our place recognizer, we run the system in four image sequences, NewCollege [22], Bicocca25b [19], Malaga6L [23] and CityCentre
[24]. We measure the recall and precision of the loops
detected, processing the sequences at the same frequency
as in [6] and with the same geometrical check (fundamental
matrix with RANSAC) in order to make comparisons. In the
geometrical verification we include our rotation consistency
check. Experiments were performed in an Intel Core i5 @
2.30 GHz computer. Table II shows our results and the results
provided in [6] for DBoW2 with BRIEF and FAB-MAP 2.0
(only for two of the datasets).
As shown in Table II, our place recognizer achieves high
recall in all datasets with no false positives (100 % precision).
It makes better than BRIEF in all sequences, with the exception of Bicocca25b, an indoor sequence where loops have
a very similar viewpoint. On the other hand NewCollege,
Malaga6L and CityCentre are outdoors sequences where
there exist bigger viewpoint differences at loop events, and
therefore ORB, rotation invariant and scale aware, performs
better. Our approach gets also higher recall than FAB-MAP
2.0 in Malaga6L and CityCentre. Fig. 1 shows the loops
detected by our recognizer in each dataset.
D. Execution time
In order to complete the performance analysis of our
proposed place recognition system, we ran the system in
a 10K image sequence from NewCollege and measured the
execution time for ORB extraction and loop detection. We
TABLE I
R ECOGNIZER PARAMETERS
DBoW2 parameters
Temporal consistency (k): 3
Score threshold (α): 0.3
Direct index level (l): 4
Nearest. neighbor ratio: 0.6

ORB parameters
Number of features: 1000
Scale levels: 8
Scale factor: 1.2

Visual vocabulary
Vocabulary tree levels: 6
Vocabulary clusters/level: 10
TABLE II
C OMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS PROVIDED IN [6].

Datasets
NewCollege
Bicocca25b
Malaga6L
CityCentre

Our approach
Prec. Recall
(%)
(%)

DBoW2 [6]
Prec. Recall
(%)
(%)

FAB-MAP 2 [6]
Prec.
Recall
(%)
(%)

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

100
100

70.29
76.60
81.51
43.03

55.92
81.20
74.75
30.61

68.52
38.77

recognizer performance, we extract ORB features, as done in
section III, instead of using the features tracked by PTAM.
Describing PTAM features with ORB yields very poor results
due to the scale pyramid, with a scale factor of two, that
PTAM uses for extracting its features. ORB requires much
lower scale factors (we use 1.2) to provide a good matching
performance. Once the new keyframe has been inserted in
the database, it is added to a loop queue.
B. Search for a loop candidate
(a) NewCollege [22]

(b) Bicocca25b [19]

(c) CityCentre [24]

(d) Malaga6L [23]

After the mapping thread has finished handling new
keyframes and performing local bundle adjustment, it extracts the oldest keyframe in the loop queue, which ideally
should contain only the last inserted keyframe. Then the
place recognizer will search in the keyframe database for
a loop candidate, which must be consistent with 3 previous
keyframe matches. If a candidate is found, we check if the
loop was already closed by PTAM, searching for map point
measurements in common between the current and the loop
candidate keyframe, in which case no additional computation
is needed.

Fig. 1. Loop detection results in each dataset. When the system is detecting
a loop, the trajectory is shown in red.
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Fig. 2. Execution times for 10K images from NewCollege. Loop detection
times do not include geometrical check.

are not interested in the time spent by RANSAC to compute
the fundamental matrix because we use another geometrical
check for loop closing and relocalisation. Times are shown
in Fig. 2. ORB extraction is performed in 13.3 ms on
average, and loop detection in less than 25 ms for a database
containing 10K images. These times are far from the 400 ms
needed by SURF extraction [4].
IV. L OOP C LOSING IN K EYFRAME - BASED SLAM
In this section we present how we detect and correct loops
inside PTAM. We implement our method in the mapping
thread, as it is fast enough to close medium-size loops
without much delaying the mapping tasks. Next we describe
the different steps of our method.
A. Keyframe database
When a new keyframe arrives, we extract ORB features
and associate a visual word to each descriptor, traversing the
vocabulary tree. We then compose the bag of words vector
and insert it in a keyframe database. In order to guarantee the

C. Geometrical verification: Similarity transformation
The first step to correct a loop is to compute the transformation from the current keyframe camera coordinate system
to the loop candidate one. This transformation is the only
way to know the drift accumulated during exploration, which
in monocular SLAM can occur in seven degrees of freedom:
three translations, three rotations and scale [25]. Therefore
we compute a similarity transformation, Sim(3) [25], from
current keyframe k to loop candidate l:


s R
tk,l
Sk,l = k,l k,l
(3)
0
1
where s ∈ R+ is the scale factor, R ∈ SO(3) is a rotation
matrix and t ∈ R3 is a translation vector. The computation
of this transformation serves us as geometrical verification,
if it is successful we proceed to correct the loop, otherwise
we reject the loop candidate.
To compute the transformation, first we need to find a
set of initial correspondences between ORB features in both
the current and the loop candidate keyframe. We use the
procedure explained at the end of section III-B.
ORB features used for recognition are different from the
features used by PTAM for mapping. To recover the 3D
coordinates of the ORB features, we interpolate the depth of
each feature with its three nearest PTAM tracked features.
We only interpolate the z coordinate (along the optical axis),
and use this information along with the x and y coordinates
in the image, to recover the 3D coordinates in the camera
coordinate system. All that features that are further away
than 10 pixels from a tracked feature are discarded, as
interpolation might be poor. After this step we have a set
of 3D to 3D point correspondences.
Now we try to find a similarity transformation supported
by enough correspondences, using a RANSAC scheme. At
each iteration, we select three correspondences and compute

a similarity transformation using our own implementation
of the closed-form solution of [26]. Then we count how
many correspondences support this transformation, checking
the reprojection error of the 3D points in both images. A
correspondence is counted as inlier if the sum of the reprojection error in the current and the loop candidate images
is less than 6 pixels. If RANSAC finds a transformation
supported by the 40% of the initial correspondences in
less than 70 iterations (0.99 probability of success), the
geometrical verification is considered successful. We refine
the transformation computing it again with all inliers, and
recomputing it once again if more inliers were found.
D. Loop optimization
To effectively close the loop, the bundle adjustment in the
backend will optimize the points and poses of the whole map.
However due to the drift accumulated, the current state of
the map is far from the solution and the optimizer, specially
when using a robust cost function will not converge. We
therefore compute an initial solution optimizing the pose
graph formed from the current to the loop keyframe pose.
We follow the approach of [25].
First we convert for all poses their SE(3) absolute transformation, Ti,w , into a similarity Sim(3), Si,w , maintaining
the rotation and translation and setting the scale to 1. We
then compute the relative transformation ∆Si,j , between one
pose and the following, closing the loop with the similarity
transformation computed between the current keyframe and
the loop keyframe Sk,l .
We then want to minimize the residual error ri,j between
the pose Si,w and Sj,w with respect to the constraint ∆Si,j
in the tangent space sim(3) and in a minimal representation:

−1 ∨
ri,j = logSim(3) (∆Si,j · Sj,w · Si,w
) sim(3)
(4)
where logSim(3) : Sim(3) → sim(3) maps from the overparametrized representation of the transformation to the
7
tangent space and (·)∨
sim(3) : sim(3) → R is the veeoperator that maps from the tangent space to the minimal
representation with the same elements as the degrees of
freedom of the transformation [21].
Initially all the residuals are zero, except for the loop.
We then optimize the poses to distribute this error along the
graph. The cost function to minimize is defined as follows:
X
χ2 =
r>
(5)
i,j Λi,j ri,j
i,j

where Λi,j is the inverse covariance of the residual ri,j and
is set to the identity. We exclude the loop keyframe pose
from the optimization to fix the seven degrees of freedom
of the solution. We use the Levenberg-Marquadt method
implemented in the graph optimizer g2o [27] and exploit
the sparse structure of the problem by using the solver
CHOLMOD based on Cholesky decomposition.
After poses have been optimized we need to correct the
3D points associated to them. For each point xj we select a

source keyframe Ti,w and map the point using the optimized
Scor
i,w as follows:
−1
xcor
= (Scor
· Ti,w · xj
j
i,w )

(6)

The last step is to convert the corrected similarity transcor
formations Scor
i,w back to 3D rigid body transformations Ti,w .
Map point scale has been corrected in (6), so we just get rid
of the scale factor in the similarity and maintain the rotation
as it is not affected by the scale. However translation was
computed for the scale factor of the similarity and we need
to re-scale it.




sR t
R 1s t
cor
cor
Si,w =
→ Ti,w =
(7)
0 1
0 1
The poses and points will be jointly optimized with this
seed, next time PTAM performs global bundle adjustment.
E. Fuse points
When a loop is not closed by PTAM itself, map points
are created in keyframes that show previously reconstructed
areas, thus duplicating map points (more than one point
corresponding to the same physical point in space). Therefore
after correcting the pose graph we have to take care of the
duplicated points at the loop closure.
We start from the current keyframe Tk,w and project on
it the points seen in the loop keyframe Tl,w , erasing all
that points in the current keyframe that are in a distance
less than 20 pixels to a reprojected point. Afterwards we do
the same but projecting the points from Tl−δ,w and Tl+δ,w
for δ from 1 until no points are erased. This process is
also applied to Tk−δ0 ,w for δ 0 from 1 until no points are
erased. Once we got rid of duplicated points we need to
perform new data association in all that keyframes where
points where erased. We use a large search radius because
poses and points are still not jointly optimized. This data
association is very important because it is the only way in
which the loop closure is attached, when bundle adjustment
is later performed by the backend of PTAM.
F. Tracking correction
The last step in loop closing is to inform the frontend
about the loop closure and correct the camera location and
velocity. First we compute the relative transformation from
the current camera pose Tc,w to the non-corrected pose of
the current keyframe Tk,w :
∆Tc,k = Tc,w · T−1
k,w

(8)

we then have to scale the translation of ∆Tc,k by the scale
factor sk,l from the similarity transformation computed in
section IV-C:




1
tc,k
Rc,k sk,l
Rc,k tc,k
(9)
∆Tc,k =
→ ∆Tcor
=
c,k
0
1
0
1
We now apply ∆Tcor
c,k to the corrected current keyframe
to
recover
the camera pose:
pose Tcor
k,w
cor
cor
Tcor
c,w = ∆Tc,k · Tk,w

(10)

Finally we need to correct the decay velocity motion
model dividing the linear speed by sk,l .

V. R ELOCALISATION IN K EYFRAME - BASED SLAM
Our relocalisation system is launched anytime the track is
lost or as initialization to localise in a previous map. Next
we describe the steps of our relocalisation procedure.
First we extract ORB features in the incoming frame from
the camera, with the parameters presented in section III-B
(1000 keypoints, 8 scale levels with a scale factor of 1.2).
Then ORB descriptors are associated to a visual word and we
compose the bag o words vector for the current frame. Our
place recognizer will search then for a keyframe candidate
in a database. We assume that a keyframe database exists,
which could be the same created for loop closing or another
created, for example in an offline step. Here we want to get
a candidate as soon as possible and thus, we use neither
a minimum threshold α nor a temporal consistency check.
Although this reduce the robustness, further geometrical
verification and the requirement for the system to be able
to track the map after relocalisation, mitigate this loss of
robustness.
If the place recognizer finds a keyframe candidate, we
next compute a set of initial correspondences between ORB
features in the current frame and the keyframe candidate,
using the procedure explained at the end of section III-B.
Once we have a set of initial correspondences, we need
to retrieve the 3D coordinates of the ORB features in the
keyframe candidate. This is done by interpolation with the
three nearest tracked features in the keyframe candidate. As
done in loop closing (section IV-C), we do not interpolate
those ORB features that are further away than 10 pixels from
tracked features, as interpolation would be poor. After this
step we have a set of 2D-3D point correspondences (from
current frame to keyframe candidate).
At this point we try to find a camera pose that agrees with
the 2D-3D correspondences. We use a RANSAC scheme, selecting at each iteration four correspondences an solving the
Perspective-n-Point problem, which returns a camera pose.
We use the C++ implementation of [20]. We count at each
iteration the number of inliers, that is the correspondences
that support the camera pose, checking the reprojection
errors. If RANSAC is able to find a camera pose supported
for more than the 40% of the initial correspondences (but
at less 20), in less than 178 iterations (99% of success if
there exist a solution), then it is considered as successful.
The camera pose is refined, computing it with all inliers,
and recomputing it once again if more inliers are found.
Finally, using the computed camera pose, the tracking
thread must be able to track the camera in the map. It must
be able to track the camera for more than 20 frames, to
let the mapping thread insert new keyframes again. In case
the camera pose were wrong the tracking thread would fail
tracking the camera and the relocalisation process would be
launched again.

several experiments. We perform the experiments in the same
Intel Core i5 @ 2.30 GHz computer than in section III-C.
A. Closing a loop
In this experiment the sequence consist in a hand-held
camera moving laterally inside a bedroom, facing the walls
and completing a loop trajectory. The camera is a Unibrain
Fire-iTM with 640×480 resolution and 30 FPS. Fig. 3 shows
the image sequence of the first and second times the same
place is seen. PTAM itself cannot close the loop, as shown
in Fig. 4. When we run the system with our loop closing
module activated, the loop is detected and closed. Fig. 5
shows the two keyframes matched by our loop detector. Fig.
6 shows the instant just after the loop is closed. The final
reconstructions of the room performed by PTAM without
and with the loop closing module activated are shown in
Fig. 7. Original PTAM is not able to close the loop and
duplicates the map yielding a poor reconstruction. Using our
loop closing method the loop is closed at run-time, highly
improving the reconstruction.
We measure the time in three executions and find that
the system spent 98.2 ms on average, to detect and close
the loop, which contained 55 keyframes. Table III shows the
time spent at each step.
B. Relocalisation limits
The purpose of this experiment is to find the change in
viewpoint that our relocalisation system is able to handle.
Specifically we measure the change in scale, the in-plane
rotation and the change in viewpoint angle. We start from the
reconstruction of a wall and then the camera is occluded and
moved to another place, so that the system try to relocalize.
Fig. 8 shows the results of the experiments. Our system can
handle scale changes between 0.36 and 2.93, any in-plane
rotation, and the camera can relocate to a keyframe with an
TABLE III
AVERAGE LOOP CLOSING EXECUTION TIMES
ORB extraction

16.2 ms

Loop detection
Geometrical verification

9.7 ms
29 ms

Loop optimization

18.9 ms

Fuse points + Correct Tracking

24.38 ms

Total:

98.2 ms

(a) First time the posters are seen

VI. E XPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of our PTAM version with
the proposed relocalisation and loop closing modules, in

(b) Second time the posters are seen
Fig. 3.

Image sequences of the loop (only some image samples).

Fig. 4. The camera trajectory accumulates so much error, that when projecting the poster into the image, it appears displaced and no correspondences
are found in the image, as shown on the left side of the figure. The loop
is not closed by PTAM itself and the poster is duplicated, as shown at the
upper left corner of the map reconstruction (on the right side of the figure).

Fig. 6. Our system just after closing the loop. Now the tracked features on
the posters are map points created at the first time those poster were seen.
Duplicated map points at the upper left corner of the map have been fused.

(a) without loop closing
Fig. 5. Keyframes matched by our loop detector. Left keyframe is the
current one and the right is the loop keyframe found. Blue lines are ORB
correspondences that support the similarity transformation computed.

angle difference in the optical axis up to 59 degrees. This
results are only indicative as they can vary with the scene
properties (textures, object distribution, etc.).
C. Interoperability: changing the camera
In this experiment we demonstrate that our system, which
rely on local features and PnP, allows the interoperability
between cameras. We part from the map of the bedroom,
built in the experiment described in section VI-A, with
the Unibrain camera. Then we run a sequence in which a
robot with a Kinect on board navigates inside the room.
We deactivate the mapping thread and look if PTAM is
able to perform localisation only using the previous map.
Although the Kinect and Unibrain cameras have the same
resolution, the field of view angle of the Unibrain is about
80◦ and Kinect 60◦ . Our relocalisation system was able to
initially relocate the camera and PTAM tracked the camera
as the robot moved. More relocalisations were performed
when PTAM lost the track because the robot faced areas
with not enough map features. Fig 9 shows some of the
relocalisations performed and Table IV shows the average
relocalisation times in the experiment, where the initial map
contained 76 keyframes.
Although the sequences were recorded at different points
in time, the scenario remained mostly unchanged and therefore relocalisation and PTAM tracking can be performed.
There was one wrong relocalisation against a big poster that
was not exactly at the same place, see the bottom-right image
in Fig. 9. Recent research as [14], [15] have shown promising
results on SLAM in dynamic environments.
The accompanying video shows the real-time executions
of the loop closing and the interoperability experiments.

(b) with loop closing

Fig. 7. PTAM reconstruction for the bedroom sequence. The camera starts
at the top-left corner and moves clockwise performing a loop trajectory.
Without the loop closing procedure the loop is not closed and some parts
of the map (upper left corner) are duplicated. PTAM with our loop closing
module is able to close the loop as it runs.
TABLE IV
AVERAGE RELOCALISATION EXECUTION TIMES
ORB extraction

14.4 ms

Keyframe candidate selection

6.4 ms

Camera pose computation
Total:

14.9 ms
35.7 ms

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Our place recognizer based on bag of words from ORB
features has demonstrated to be a very efficient and robust
recognizer for general camera trajectories. To the best of our
knowledge there is no faster system that can recognize places
from such large different viewpoints.
We proved that our relocalisation system can recover the
camera pose from severe viewpoint change. The experiments
showed, that it can relocalise in less than 36 ms in maps
containing 76 keyframes. The system spent only 6.4 ms
in finding a keyframe candidate, which is the only step
that depends on the map size. The place recognizer scales
well, taking less than 10 ms, to find an image candidate,
on databases containing thousands of images (as shown in
Fig. 2(b)). Thus we state that our relocalisation system can
work at frame-rate (∼ 25 Hz) in maps containing thousands
of keyframes. In addition we have demonstrated, that our
relocalisation system is able to relocate a camera in a map
built, previously by another camera. So it allows for the
interoperability between cameras.
Our loop closing method spent on average 98.2 ms to close
a loop containing 55 keyframes, taking only 9.7 ms to detect
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Fig. 8. On the left: PnP inliers at each relocalisation. On the right: an
example for each experiment. Blue lines are the inlier correspondences.

Fig. 9. Interoperability experiment. Matches between kinect frames and
unibrain keyframes.

the loop and 18.9 ms to optimize the pose graph, which are
the only times that depends on map size. The time interval
between keyframes is around 670 ms. According to the high
amount of free time, our system could easily close loops of
some hundreds of keyframes, before a new keyframe arrives.
Further research could focus on integrating the proposed
relocalisation and loop closing procedures in a large scale
SLAM system. We also plan to investigate how to extend the
system to work in the long-term in dynamic environments,
as some recent promising works [14], [15].
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